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On the day of Union Budget, truckloads of papers were an expected
sight. However, the Union Budget 2021 going paperless is a
welcome step to save the environment.
#ActionBringsChange
Mr. Pradip Burman
Chairman, Mobius Foundation

PREM JAIN MEMORIAL TRUST
Harit Bharat Prem Mahotsav

”

P

rem Jain Memorial Trust promotes Dr. Jain’s love for Sustainability and Mother Nature
through weeklong celebrations titled “Harit Prem Bharat Mahotsav”. The Mahotsav is held
from January 23 to 29 every year, to celebrate Dr. Jain’s birth anniversary on 26th January.
Mr. Pradip Burman, Chairman Mobius Foundation was invited as key note
speaker on 27th Jan, 2021. In his speech he introduced the projects and
programmes of Mobius Foundation with special focus on education and
population stabilisation. He emphasized on the relation between the growing
population, housing, carbon emissions and need for green buildings. He
motivated the youth of today to work in the field of climate change as they
are the ones who will inherit this planet. He believes that for the future
generations to survive, the planet has to survive.

Environment Pledge 2021

To promote the aim of the Foundation, commitment towards sustainability, the Chairman of Mobius
Foundation organized a campaign to take a pledge towards Environment & Sustainability by its employees. A
pledge was selected by lucky draw and it is “to segregate household, shop, establishment waste in two dustbins,
wet waste in green and dry waste in blue.” The pledges will be displayed every week to aware others about the
small actions towards sustainability.

WEB DISCUSSION - Legends of India from 20th Century

M

obius Foundation has started an educational initiative and exercise to
inspire, motivate and encourage the team.

Mr. Satyajit Ray

Through this activity we learn about famous Indian personalities of 20th
century every week. Our Chairman Mr Pradip Burman started this with an
idea that we should submit write up on a personality every week for next 52 Ms. M. S. Subbulakshmi
weeks which can be later compiled in the form of a book.

In the month of January 2021, we have discussed 4 Indian personalities
Satyajit Ray, M. F. Husain, M. S. Swaminathan and M. S. Subbulakshmi
each week. Everyone from the organization shared their views on the topic
and the best presentation for each topic was recognized and rewarded by
Dr. M. S. Swaminathan Chairman & CEO of Mobius Foundation.
Mr. M. F. Husain

YOUTH FOR EARTH
CAMPAIGN

DIGITAL CAMPAIGN

obius Foundation, Earth Day
Network and The Climate Reality
Project India joined hands to launch the
Youth for Earth and My Future My Voice
Campaigns to mark the 50th year of the
Earth Day in 2020. Youths were invited
to participate in the campaign and be
a ‘Champion for Earth’ and a ‘Change
Maker’ by submitting their activity. It was
to provide a platform for youth to showcase
their ground actions and influence the world
that change starts from them.

On the occasion of New Year 2021, we launched the
#7Habits21Days campaign to cultivate environment friendly
habits in the audience. The campaign introduced small, doable
habits and showcased how to inculcate them in their daily lives.

M

For the year 2021, we are inviting Indian
and South Asian motivated students to
join the campaign. The upcoming initiative
in #YouthforEarth is a commemoration
of Mobius Foundation and The Climate
Reality Project India. The campaign will
commence in the month of February 2021.

#7Habits21Days

FUNNY SIDE

MONTHLY HIGHLIGHT OF THE MOBIUS PROJECT
Khushaal Parivar Diwas

N

ational Health Mission (NHM), Uttar Pradesh is promoting Family Planning from
the viewpoint of beneficiaries, limiting family & spacing children is to be pushed as
right to reproductive health & option to choose from varied solutions of family planning.
In this regard NHM UP state and Health ministry has set 21st of every month as Khushal
Parivar Diwas to create an informal ecosystem around family planning to reach out to young
men and women. The focus of these exercises is to inform and empower them. There is
great shift from sterilization camps and any kind of monetary incentives to coerce men and
women in taking sterilization services as directed by supreme court. It is being replaced by
creating a fixed day service where the focus should be on persuasion and quality care. On
this day, various activities are organized to promote family planning at health units from the state to the village level. Given
it is Parivaar Diwas they want partners to bring festivities around the day and make it more participative on the community
and centre level. Mobius Foundation is collaborating with the state government as a partner.
As the guidelines of NHM, Mobius Foundation organized
Khushaal parivar diwas at Deva Community Health
Centre (CHC) in Barabanki on 21st December 2020.
The family planning camp was set up in CHC where we
involved more people those coming to visit CHC. The
camp was decorated with balloons, banners, promotable
and LED TV showing advertisement of family planning in
presence of supervisors and counsellors of both districts (Bahraich and Barabanki). Almost
100+ people visited at camp and 50 couples were counselled by counsellors.

Trivedigang CHC’s Superintendent
inaugurated the Khushal Parivar Diwas
in Barabanki

The second successive Khushaal parivar diwas was celebrated in both districts, Barabanki
and Bahraich on 21st January at Trivediganj CHC and Kaisarganj CHC respectively. Total
59 people were counselled to adopt any method of family planning. Pahal kits (the kit consists contraceptive pills, condoms,
a mirror, two towels, handkerchiefs, bindi, comb, nail cutter and a glossy dossier educating the newlyweds about family
planning) were given to newly married couples by CHC’s counsellor.

